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Positive reviews in "infocus", the magazine of the Royal Microscopical Society, PMS (Balsam Post)

and in the British Beekepers Association BBKA News!Do you need to use the light microscope as

part of your work, training or pleasure? This introduction to the light microscope gives

straightforward information about your instrument and how to use it to get the best results.This

booklet begins with a â€œQuickstartâ€• section for those eager to start using their microscope

immediately. You are then given more information on the parts of the microscope, how to set it up

and use it.This is the first of a planned series of booklets that aims to give you an enjoyable,

practical and informative guide to using and understanding the microscope.There are also nine

videos accompanying this book. Look out for the link information in red in the book. There is also a

QR Code for each video, If you have a smart phone or a tablet, you can download a bar scanner

app that will read the QR Code and take you to the online video.This is a fixed format book for

Kindle with quality colour images, designed for use on your device, next to your microscope.This

series looks at the COMPOUND MICROSCOPE, used when you wish to get a clear view of fine

detail in a subject or see very small objects such as cells or bacteria. The range of magnification

extends from about 30x to 1000x. The smallest objects you can see clearly are the size of bacteria,

at around 1/1000 of a millimetre.There are usually three different reasons for your needing to

understand and use a microscope:â€¢ Your job requires you to use one;â€¢ You want to explore

micro-worlds for fun;â€¢ Your education/training requires it.Fortunately, more than one can

apply.Studying subjects at a microscopic level has a tremendous range of applications in widely

different fields: From metallurgy and medicine to marine life; pollen studies to pollutants; forensics to

fine arts; chemistry to cooking, to name but a few.Understanding and using a microscope properly

can give you a great deal of pleasure as well as the satisfaction of using this tool professionally.As a

modern-day user, you join a long list of illustrious scientists, technicians and amateurs â€“ from

Robert Hooke in the 17th century to modern researchers at the cutting edge of science today.The

instrument itself is the iconic symbol for science. By the beginning of the 20th century, optics were

already very advanced. Whilst there have been improvements and specialisations since, the basic

principles of the compound microscope remain the same.There are a downloadable reference sheet

and links to videos on the various topics in the book.Please note that hyperlinks in the book text do

not work in this fixed format book at present.However, the printed links/urls to downloadable

documents and the accompanying videos will work when typed into a search engine
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A very good book for introduction to microscopy. Would like to see the stereomicroscope book

reissued.
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